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Apresentação

O  presente  trabalho  é  um  compilado  de  textos  produzidos  por
estudantes  do  primeiro  ano  do  curso  técnico  de  informática  do  IF
Sertão Pernambucano – Campus Salgueiro. Essa ideia surgiu a partir
do propósito de tornar o processo de ensino aprendizagem da língua
inglesa em algo mais envolvente, onde os estudantes pudessem ver a
teoria entrando em prática diante de seus olhos. Recorremos a prática
da  escrita  para  fugir  do  binômio  conteúdo  –  prova  no  intuito  de
engajar os estudantes na produção de sua nota final. Visto que o ensino
da  prática  de  escrita  tornou-se  mais  importante  nos  últimos  anos
devido à chegada de novas formas de comunicação escrita rápida tais
como o whatsapp e outros aplicativos de comunicação através de textos
é  importante  que  chances  de  praticar  essa  habilidade  não  sejam
desprezadas. 

O  objetivo  do  exercício  foi  fazer  com  que  os  estudantes
produzissem um texto a partir das respostas a onze perguntas  sobre o
mesmo contexto:  “A Weekend Romance”.  Essas  perguntas envolviam o
conteúdo gramatical que foi por eles estudado na disciplina de Inglês
II: O Simple Past Tense. As perguntas foram as seguintes:

1. Who was the man?
2. Where did he go for the weekend?
3. Where did he stay?
4. Who was the woman?
5. Where did they meet?
6. What did the man say to the woman?
7. What did the woman say to the man?
8. Where did they go?



9. What did they do?
10. What happened next?
11. At the end of the weekend, what did they decide to do?

O resultado final é uma coleção de histórias românticas, engraçadas,
surpreendentes e  comoventes  que vão desde o casal  que ficou junto
para sempre até aqueles dois pombinhos que não saíram da friend zone,
passando por um rapaz que achou que havia sido roubado, mas, no fim
das contas, sua parceira apenas tinha saído para comprar pão. Enfim, a
imaginação dos estudantes trabalhou em alta rotação. Espero que vocês
curtam!

Ednaldo Feijó
Salgueiro, Pernambuco

abril de 2021



A Weekend Romance
Natanael Freire & Pedro Henrique Silva

On a weekend, Bruno decided to go to the mall to meet his friends,
who unfortunately did not show up. Frustrated, Bruno decided to go to
a cafeteria, suddenly a university student bumped into him falling into
his arms, for a moment looking deeply at each other "love at first sight".
The Girl then says:

Girl – I'm sorry, I'm quite clumsy sometimes!!!
Bruno – No problem, what's your name?
Girl – My name is Isabella.
Bruno – Beautiful name, my name is Bruno.
Girl – Cool name!
Bruno – Do you have anywhere to go at the moment?
Isabella – Not at the moment.
Bruno – Would you agree to go to have dinner with me at the 
restaurant?
Isabella – Yeah, why not?
After having a wonderfu time, Bruno invited her to come to his

home to watch Netflix and have some fun, and after that they started
talking more often until that beautiful weekend  when they decided to
meet at the local beach.

It  was  wonderful  and  unforgettable  for  both,  because  at  sunset
sitting together by the sea, after making their vows of love they say:

Bruno – I love you…
Isabella – I love you, life…
And after this beautiful moment at the beach, they started dating.
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A Weekend Romance
Alyne Natyelle & Tálisson Roberto

It was 2010. Heitor and Cecilia were still teenagers when they met.
He went  to  his  family's  beach  house  that  weekend  with  his
friends  to  forget  about  heart  problems. He had never seen that girl
in town. Reading his favorite book also helped  to stir up his curiosity. 

Cecilia didn't even want to be there. The only reason she gave in to
her friend's  attempts to get her out of the house was the insistence of
her  mother,  who  also  thought   she  needed  to  interact  more  with
people. But that was far from happening. Cecilia sat  down, took her
favorite  book and started  reading  it  again.  Until  she  heard  a  voice
behind  her: 

– "The things we usually do are like ghosts  that everyone can  see,
but pretend  they can’t." It's a great book. Do you like it? In fact, my
name is Heitor. - said the smiling boy. 

–  My name is  Cecilia and yes,  I  really  like this  book. -  She was
visibly disturbed and  that only made her even more ashamed of  the
situation. She didn't know  the boy in  front of her. Who recites book
quotations to strangers?

Of course, that didn't really bother her. In fact, she was amazed -
both because  the boy knew her favorite  book,  and because he was
handsome. 

– I think I scared you. I'm sorry. - Heitor gave a shameful smile and
she began to  wonder if she had let so much transparency. 

–  It's  okay,  don't  worry.  It's  just  not  every  day  that  a  complete
stranger approaches  me quoting my favorite book. 
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Heitor  laughed.  Cecilia  began  to  laugh  with  him,  finding  him
more  and  more  handsome. He was delighted with her smile. 

– There's a lot of noise here, don't you think?. I know a quieter place
here on the  beach, I like to go there to read. You want me to take you
there? We could even talk  about this book, which, by the way, is also
my favorite. - he said, reaching out to help  her to  get up. 

Cecilia's  smile  widened.  She  took  Heitor's  hand  and  they  both
walked and talked. 

The place really was very calm. The two sat on the sand and started
talking about  the book. With each word out of Cecilia's mouth, Heitor
was even more amazed at the  girl. The girl got lost in the conversation,
admiring the company. Time went by in the blink  of an eye. 

When the moon began to appear, the two of them  were scared.
They hadn't even realized  that the sun had set. They laughed at the
situation and decided to meet the next day in  the morning, in the
same place. 

Cecilia came home with the biggest smile in the world. His mother
was happy that  the experience had worked. The daughter kissed her in
the face, ate a snack and went  up to the room. 

The other day, Heitor left  the house early, looking  forward  to  the
reunion. She  found Cecilia sitting on a picnic towel, with a basket on
her lap. As soon as she saw him,  she smiled. 

Once again, the day passed quickly. However, as the next day Heitor
would have  to leave, they decided that they would spend the night
together as well. Talking under  the stars, with his head on Cecilia's lap,
Heitor recited another sentence from the book  that connected them,
one that since yesterday did not leave his head: 

– "It's  simple  to  love  someone.  But  it's  hard  to  know when  it's
necessary to say it  aloud."
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A Weekend Romance
André Hércules & Carlos Eduardo Santos

Mario was a man who liked books, movies and games. He liked a
good story, he was a quiet and romantic person, he liked rock and loved
listening to Nirvana, but he never got along with separation, he had
decided to spend the weekend with his friends. He disconnected from
the Technologies to spend some time in nature sleeping in tents and
watching the dawn so he invited some friends to go camping and have
fun.

In that same camp Mario decided to ride up a trail with his friends
and several other people, that trail led up to a waterfall. In the middle
of the trail he finds himself in a woman named Ana. Ana who was very
similar to Mario, liked games and movies, but not music, Mario liked
rock  and  loved  listening  to  Nirvana,  Ana  liked  the   old-fashioned
backcountry. The two of them, after meeting and having talked about
their lives, were sitting enjoying a beautiful landscape, and it was when
Mario decided to have an attitude and say that time that he had known
a person as happy and well with life as Ana. Ana after hearing that he
also decides to open up and says that Mario was a very unusual person
in today's world, he seemed to be a very kind and romantic man.

Ana  decided  to  go  camping  with  Mario,  he  took  a  guitar  and
started playing the song “Hoje a noite não tem luar”, it was his favorite
song and he wanted to share it with Ana, as she knew the song, she
started singing along. After singing the two of them looked at each
other smiling, and a kiss took place in the heat of the moment. After
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that weekend they decided to meet in a bar where a band of Mario's
friend played.
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A Weekend Romance
Jhonatan Vieira

Flavio went to Beach Park on the weekend. He stayed at the bar
eating  chips.He decided to enter the line of a toy called insano, where
he met Geovanna. So he said “Oops, how are you” she said “Not bad,
and you? "After playing and  talking, they had  dinner together and
after that they went home to watch Netflix.  The next morning she left
and took his wallet.  He got sad about what she did and went after her
with a gun and when she was coming back to  the house they met and
she explained she had left to buy bread.
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 A Weekend Romance
Jade Milleny

It was one more ordinary day, a beautiful sunny day, at 7:00 a.m, the
wind passed through the trees making the leaves sway, the sun reigned
in the sky between few clouds. Gael! A young boy, tall, blond and with
beautiful blue eyes, was on his way to his school.

The bus stopped in front of the school, a very outgoing boy, he had
friendships with everyone in the school. He thought it was going to be
another ordinary day, until he went to the seventh year class! He saw a
girl talking and smiling who was soon delighted, she was the only one
he was not a friend of.

He started to get closer to her, and they became very friends, they
spent every weekend together, and the feeling only increased for both
of them, but they did not have the courage to talk to each other. The
only thing he  forgot was to ask the girl’s phone number, So he decided
to send a letter to her.

Milena was a little girl with green eyes, short and blonde hair, very
outgoing and laughing, sometimes shy and with very few friends. She
read the letter and was without reaction, that there she saw that her
feeling was reciprocal she was ashamed and afraid, because she knew
that her family would never accept it because she was very young.

They  arranged to  meet,  at  a  party,  it  was  the  3rd  of  June,  they
danced a lot and everyone was finding it strange. They decided to go
outside to get some air so he decided to go to a garden that was not
very busy, there were more free conversation there, she saw that he was
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different, he never tried to kiss her, that was something that all the
boys of his age thought about.

He then declared himself to her! – Let me tell you what’s going on,
everyone is already saying that we are dating, because we are very close
these last few days. When I met you, I never imagined that I would feel
that, you, Milena, have the same goals as I do the same dreams if you
have a bright future, I like you very much I keep thinking about you.

– Gael! Glad we are having this conversation, and good to know
that you feel the same way that I feel for you lol! We were never close
nor did I realize your existence, but you gradually came into my life
and  changed  everything,  just  those  minutes  of  the  break  we  spent
together you managed to awaken a unique feeling in me, and the best
weekends are the ones I have you! My life is a mess and it won’t be easy
for us to be together.

He  was very happy to hear that, but since it took a long time they
went to the party and then they went home! On the 5th of June, on a
weekend, they went for a walk, so Gael asked Milena for a date, she
accepted, with a wonderful smile! The two fought for their love never
gave up on each other, within Five years together they got engaged and
got married on the last weekend of the year 2017 at sunrise.
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A Weekend Romance
Isabela Sophia & João Pedro Anjo

The man named Victor is 26 years old and he is a lawyer, was born
in Brazil and grew up in New York, he wanted to visit Hawaii, so he
traveled and stayed at a hotel.

When he was having dinner at a restaurant, he saw a very beautiful
woman a few tables away. After dinner, a party happened and he saw
her again, walking along the beach. Since she was alone, he decided to
approach and talk to know more about her.

He came back to the hotel room and called a close friend, to say
that  he  met  a  Brazilian  girl  called  Yasmin,  she  is  22  years  old  and
studies accounting. He said that they had been talking for hours and he
realized  that  they  have  many  things  in  common,  since  their
conversation  had  not  finished  yet,  they  set  up  to  have  breakfast
together on the following morning.
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After  having  breakfast  they  decided  to  spend  the  day  together
visiting  attractions,  they  had   lots  of  fun  and  enjoyed  each  other's
company, when they returned to the hotel, before  going to their own
rooms, trying to figure out   what to do, he approached and kissed her,
he knew that would be the last time that they would  see each other,
because Yasmin would go back to Brazil the next day. They decided to
stay in touch and said goodbye.
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 A Weekend Romance
Emili Carla

On a cold Friday night Michael was once again bored. The boring
days never got any better and knowing that he needed a scenery change
he decided to go to Vegas.  After all, even a grown-up man needs to
have fun. Packing, he soon departed. He decided to stay in a $100 2
stars hotel and saturday morning go to a good casino. After getting off
the  elevator,  he  saw  an  astonishing  pretty  woman  asking  the
receptionist for directions.  Unintentionally hearing the conversation,
he  discovered  that  they  were  going  to  the  same  place,  the  nearest
casino. Starting a conversation asking to go with her to the place, he
discovered that her name was Claire. She was from San Francisco and
she was traveling this weekend, staying in Las Vegas for the saturday
and then, on the sunday, was going to Los Angeles. They talked for a
while and arrived at the casino.

It  was  the  end  of  the  day.  Claire  and  Michael  had  lots  of  fun
gambling,  losing  or  winning,  they  felt  they  needed  more.  But  they
planned to go together to Los Angeles and exchanged contacts.

The  following  day,  they  kept  on  Claire's  plan.  Going  to  the
Universal Studios, the Zoo, theaters, the Hollywood Sign and finally
Santa Monica Beach. It was such a beautiful place. Vivid and golden as
the sunlight of sunset hits the sand. The sea wind blows her hair as
Michael's focused eyes scans her figure. When their eyes met, they knew
what was this feeling but they also knew that it wasn't to be. They just
knew. After being silent for some time Michael broke the silence saying
that he didn't want to cut their relationship for some crush that may
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ruin them in the future. It sure can end bad but he still didn't want to
let go. Somehow Claire felt the same. Maybe they are meant to be but
we're being so weak to face it.

The sun  was  nowhere  to  be  seen.  Unlike  them,  who  decided  to
remain just friends and go out on some weekends ahead.

As remembering the first time they met, Michael opened his eyes
and took a look at the woman near to him. Sitting on a blue stool, with
light  white  hair  and  wrinkles  over  her  face  and  hand,  which  was
holding  his.  Her  beauty  never  changed,  it  got  even  better  in  his
opinion. Feeling his time ticking away, he takes a weak breath and says
to her: "I wish... I hadn't been such a weakling back there haha..."

With red eyes she smiled.
"Almost  nothing  would  have  changed,  silly"  Claire  said  back.

Closing his eyes, he can feel her lips touching the back of his hand.
Trying to smile but failing, he hears a sob, then a long and annoying
beep sound that fades away together with his strength.
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A Weekend Romance
Ana Beatriz & Caren Beatriz

Brian was a funny, optimistic, stylish guy and also a very famous
novel writer.

 But he didn't want fame and he liked his privacy, so he adopted the
Pseudonym  "Jackson  Davis".  He  couldn't  write  anymore,  he  was
blocked.

So, looking for inspiration for his stories, he decided to spend the
weekend  in  Ottawa,  Canada,  in  a  farmhouse  he  rented.  Carol,  the
owner of the farm, was a young, hardworking and relaxed woman, who
tried to pretend to be resistant to emotions because of a betrayal by
her  fiance,  she was  very  fond of  animals,  especially  horses,  she  also
loved romantic books. 

When Brian arrived at the farm, he soon saw Carol taking care of
ahorse,  among  so  many  beauties  created  in  Jackson's  mind,  he  had
never  seen  or  imagined  such  grace  as  that  of  that  simple
countrywoman, not knowing what he would do, he finally decided to
approach : "I like horses, it's because of them that we know if people are
trustworthy," he told her as he saw her petting a horse. "Jackson Davis!"
She said. "What?" He asked in surprise. - This phrase is from a book by
Jackson Davis, a writer I like a lot. But, what's your name? - She asked.
– Or, pleasure, my name is Brian Cole. – Ah, you are my new guest, I
am Carol, come, I will take you to your cottage. "Do you know anyone
who can take me on a city tour?" He asked. – I'm available tomorrow, I
can, but now you’d better rest. Carol advised. In the morning they went
sightseeing. "Shall we go to Parliament Hill?" Brian suggested. "No, it's
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closed!" Replied Carol. – But, in the app it shows that it is open. He
said  – The app is wrong! She finishes. Then, they went back to the
farm. – Do you drink? - Carol asked. – Yes. – What do you suggest?
Then Carol  came in and got Whiskey from the cupboard,  and they
started  drinking  .Conversations  came and went,  and it  seemed like
they had known each other for a long time, until Brian said: -The app
was right. – I knew. Carol replied. "I came to Ottawa and didn’t see
Parliament Hill,  because of you.  It was not cool,"  he replied. - Your
fiance proposed to you there, and then left you, it was not cool either.
The silence had been established in the place, and Brian's regreted for
being impolite, even if unintentionally. – It's like Nicholas Sparks says,
"Although love can hurt, it can also heal. "At that time, time stopped
for both of them, Carol seemed helpless, she didn't know what to say,
he had touched her with those words. Brian didn't know how to act, so
many novels written by Jackson, but at that moment the story was just
Brian's.Until  Carol  took  courage  and  spoke  with  a  sigh:  –The right
person at the wrong time, it had to happen to myself. "There is no right
person  or  wrong  time,  just  now,"  said  Brian.  "Look  who's  talking,
Jackson  Davis  himself!"  "What?  Did  you  already  know?"  He  asked,
startled. "A strange man is coming to stay at my farm, and you really
think  I  wasn't  going  to  research  him?  Although  I  might  even  have
mysuspicions, but now you just confirmed it," she said, and the two
started laughing. – Yeah... I think I'm going to like Ottawa, it doesn't
hurt to stay here a little longer, he said smiling. – I have no doubts
about that! - She finished.
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A Weekend Romance
Alessandra Vitória Santos

Carlos is a thirty-year-old man who has a very calm personality, and
who loved to travel.During the week he took advantage that he was not
working, he was off duty and decided to take time to do something he
loves: traveling.So he decided to go to a place with beautiful beaches
and super hotels for those who want to have fun. Carlos thought well
and chose this  place  to rest  and have fun, arriving at the hotel  he
decided to walk a little to get to know the place. Samantha was thirty
years old, she was a very shy woman but she had incredible friends
who really  liked  her  and these  friends  invited  her  to  go  on a  trip.
Samanta, julia, carla and camila stayed at a hotel facing the sea.

Little  did Samantha know that on this  trip  she would meet  her
great childhood friend Carlos, these two were great friends, they were
very close and shared everything with each other, but exactly, it was
because after some time they grew and distanced from each other and
ended  up  distancing  themselves.  Samanta  settled  in  the  hotel  and
decided to stroll around the place and ended up running into the most
unlikely person: Carlos.

– Samanta? Hi how long we haven't seen each other! How are you?
Hi Carlos!  Wow how long! I'm fine and you? I'm fine too, wow, it's
great  to  see  you  again,  it  reminded  me  of  the  good  times  we  had
together in childhood.  It was also very good for me to meet you. We
could go and talk somewhere! Let's go? Of course, let's go! and they left
for a walk and went to a restaurant to talk a little about each one, what
changed in their lives and bring matters up to date, eat something and
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have a little fun since they haven't seen each other for a long time.
After they finished talking, they arranged to meet at a party that was
going to happen at the beach, to enjoy the weekend a little more and
celebrate the reunion. They spent the night drinking and dancing and
at the end of the party they ended up going to the hotel, they spent the
night together and on the next day he asked if she wanted to be his
girlfriend,  she  accepted  it,  they  went  home together  and  made  the
relationship official for their family and friends.
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A Weekend Romance
Luis Eduardo Soares & Carlos Eduardo Vilela

Clodoaldo Severino,  known by his  friends  as  “Clodô”,  a  reputed
plastic  surgeon  that  is  tired  of  a  monotonous  and  lonely  routine,
decided to visit a place to clear his mind and enjoy new experiences.
After some search on non-suspicious websites, he found a Resort next
to some beaches with natural pools and a wide variety of fauna and
flora, real paradise… What he wasn’t expecting is that the resort was a
“half-assed”place,  and  the  natural  area  was  totally  restricted  and
protected by the environmental guard, which certainly frustrated him.
But,  hey,  don’t  take  it  bad,  there  is  always  something  good in  bad
situations.

Marinete Cerafin, employee of a beauty salon, heard of a friend of
hers, who nicknamed her affectionately “Mari”, that there was  a cheap
resort  in  a  place next  to the  suburbs,  a  good place to relax  on the
weekend.  It  seemed a  good opportunity  to  Mari,  since  fixing hairs,
doing nails and gossiping was getting kind of boring… Then, getting
the bags and all her courage, our dear hair stylist went to the resort.

In  the  reception  desk,  Clodô  and  Mari  are  impatient  with  the
service.

– I  can’t  believe that nobody will  come to  help us.  -Clodô says,
hoping  to  start  a  conversation  where  his  boredom  would  soon  be
relieved.

– This isn’t surprise, judging the place… But they could at least be
more receptive. -Said Mari, a little upset.
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– Well, I think that nobody’s working by now. There’s a natural area
nearby, it’s restricted, then we can’t get in, but it's better than staying
here. Do you want to go? – A Clodô’s attempt to “break the ice”.

With no more options, they both went to the wonderful area totally
surrounded. -Got an idea. What about getting in? 

– Which part of “Unauthorized people are prohibited” didn’t you
understand, Clodô?

– We have nothing to do and we only live once… What can happen? 
Mari fell face down after trying to jump a fence and ended up with

a swollen face.
– Oh my, are you ok? I told you not to do that! - Said Clodô, in

despair.
– In my defense, I didn't know that the floor was so hard. Said Mari.
Those  words  touch  Clodô’s  heart,  who  offered  Mari  a  plastic

surgery, asking only for her phone number in exchange. And from a
Resort to a plastic surgery, a great romance was born.
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A Weekend Romance
Erick Caliel

Rodolfo is a friend of mine who spent a weekend at the beach of
Porto  de  Galinhas  in  Pernambuco  during  the  summer  holidays,  he
returned  today  from  this  trip  a  little  different  with  an  excess  of
happiness, energy and began to watch romantic comedies. I believe the
goal of the trip was to bring happiness and new airs and in that part it
worked but the romantic comedies are kind of unusual. I was curious
and asked him how was the trip I think Rodolfo was just waiting for
my question to tell me in  details his adventures in Porto de Galinhas.

His  excitement  to  remember  these  events  was  so  great  that  the
comrade jumped from the chair to speak, so much animation made us
laugh a lot then he started the story: he said that as soon as he arrived
at the hotel , The Village Porto de Galinhas, he got ready fast and went
straight to the beach with his parents and older brother, there were
bathers  doing  various  activities  such  as  fishing,  playing  footvolley,
riding  jet  skis  and  speedboats  among  other  beach  amusements,
Rodolfo did not know anyone there and while his parents were having
coconut water, he and his brother Ronaldo went for a walk. 

During the walk they were called by a group of young people to
form a team of foot volley, a sport  they are good at. The guys presented
themselves  to  the  team and it  was  at  that  moment  of  history  that
Rodolfo indirectly told me the cause of his extreme happiness after this
trip. Through this game he met a girl who was in the opposing team,
Rodolfo  showed  me  pictures  of  hers  and  now  his  passionate  good
humor makes total sense , his name is Elisa and she is a beautiful girl
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just  like the girl  from Ipanema "look what a beautiful  thing full  of
grace" I made this joke to Rodolfo and I think, by the face he made,
that he did not liked it. Love at first sight with the right to jealousy and
punch me in the arm. But returning to the story, as soon as he saw her,
he told me that he was hot, adn began to sweat, his heart sped up and
for a moment Elisa was in slow motion before his eyes. At the end of
the  game  that  by  the  way,  his  team  lost,  he  said:  “besides  being
beautiful you are also a good player”, she reacted to the compliment
laughing and calling him a fool. 

After  that  they  talked  until  they  got  to  the  hotel  and  Rodolfo
invited her to do something. Elisa not only accepeted but also gave him
her phone number and instagram contact. After a while they met again
in  the  lobby  of  the  hotel  and  were  respectively  in  the  landscaped
gardens , they went tree climbing, played football but this time he won
and at about 18:47 there would be an outdoor dinner with live music.
So far Rodolfo said he had only told me about Friday that was when he
arrived at the Hotel, in those three days they enjoyed a lot, they got to
know each other well and developed a weekend romance.  Rodolfo told
me they have a lot in common, for example both like sports in general,
Marvel and DC. The two of them are also fluent in English. 

Rodolfo finally said  Elisa was the love that came out of nowher.
Rodolfo told me that the most remarkable day of this trip was the
Sunday of  their first  kiss  that  curiously happened while they were
watching a classic of the world cinema, “the City Lights” one of the
most amazing films by Charlie Chaplin. After that they had already
considered themselves a couple, I congratulated my friend on his date,
but one question came to my mind: where does Elisa live?, Rodolfo told
me that she lives in Juazeiro da Bahia. Where by coincidence he will
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attend college. So, after this, I saw that this weekend trip was perfect in
every way.
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A Weekend Romance
Maria Jamily

A  man  named  Brian,  who  worked  for  a  marketing  company,
decided to spend the weekend at a resort by the sea. When he arrived
there, he went straight to the reception desk to book a room. There, he
saw  a woman named Maria. By the time they looked at each other,
they fell in love. Yeah, it was love at first sight. Brian walked to her and
said that Maria was very beautiful and that he liked her. Maria replied
saying she felt the same, and that Brian was a handsome man.

After that, they went to the sea, admired the beauty of the nature
and talked for long hours. Then they kissed. Shortly after that Brian
asked if Maria wanted to be his girlfriend and she accepted it. Then, by
the end of the weekend they decided to visit each other’s parents to
talk about their relationship and they were very happy.
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